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Abstract—Compared to the existing lower frequency wireless
power transfer, millimeter wave (mmWave) power transfer takes
advantage of the high-dimensional multi-antenna and narrow
beam transmission. In this paper we introduce wireless power
transfer for mmWave cellular networks. Here, we consider users
with large energy storage that are recharged by the mmWave
base stations prior to uplink information transmission, and
analyze the average harvested energy and average achievable
rate. Numerical results corroborate our analysis and show that
the serving base station plays a dominant role in wireless power
transfer, and the contribution of the interference power from the
interfering base stations is negligible, even when the interfering
base stations are dense. By examining the average achievable
rate in the uplink, when increasing the base station density, a
transition from a noise-limited regime to an interference-limited
regime is observed.

I. INTRODUCTION

Triggered by the recent development of efficient rectifier
circuit design and wireless networks with multi-antenna tech-
niques such as beamforming, wireless power transfer has
regained attention. Compared to traditional energy sources
such as solar, wind, and thermoelectric, the advantages of
wireless power transfer using radio frequency (RF) energy are
at least two-fold: 1) it is independent of the environment and
can be applied in any places; and 2) it is flexible and can be
scheduled at any time.

The existing literature studies wireless power transfer that
operates in the networks using lower frequency bands. In [1],
the deployment of power beacons for powering a cellular net-
work was investigated based on a stochastic geometry network
model. In [2], secondary transmitters in cognitive radio were
proposed to harvest energy from the primary transmissions as
well as reuse the spectrum from the primary transmitters. The
impacts of network density and power splitting RF harvesting
on the outage performance and the harvested energy was
analyzed in [3]. The performance of a wireless sensor powered
by ambient RF energy was presented in [4], where the RF
energy sources were assumed to be located following a Ginibre
α-determinantal point process.

A limitation of prior lower frequency work is that power
transfer may affect the quality of service of the existing
cellular networks, since the surrounding energy signals from
the energy sources such as power beacons [1] may result
in large interference inflicted on the information receiver. In

addition, the current cellular spectrum is heavily utilized. The
millimeter wave (mmWave) spectrum is emerging as the new
mobile broadband [5, 6], which provides large bandwidths for
ultra-high data rates. MmWave spectrum is also a promising
solution for the large-scale in-band backhaul [7]. With this in
mind, mmWave transmission is a key enabler in future fifth
generation (5G) cellular networks.

We believe that mmWave is a promising and potentially
highly rewarding candidate for wireless power transfer, due to
the following factors:

• High frequencies Unlike the current wireless power
transfer in lower frequencies, mmWave power transfer has
no impact on the existing cellular transmissions, since it
operates in higher frequencies.

• Narrow beams In mmWave systems, the narrow beams
or directed beams are typically used, which can exploit
directivity gains.

• Large array gains Due to the shorter wavelengths,
large antenna arrays can be easily deployed in mmWave
systems, which can bring large array gains.

• Dense networks In future networks, mmWave base
stations (BSs) will be densely deployed. As such, the
distance between the user and the serving BS is shorter
compared to that of existing cellular networks, which
decreases the path loss.

In fact, some rectifier circuit designs for mmWave power
transfer have been proposed in the literature such as [8, 9].
More recently, [10] proposed a dual diode rectifier circuit oper-
ating at K-band, which can achieve 40% RF-to-DC conversion
efficiency driven by a 35 mW input power.

In this paper, we propose wireless power transfer in
mmWave cellular networks. The user harvests energy from
the serving BS, then uses the harvested energy to transmit
information messages. We consider directional transmission
and reception, with analog processing and phase shifters.
Stochastic geometry is employed to model the positions of the
BSs with blockage effects as in [11]. Our results demonstrate
that the interference power received at the user has little
contribution to the amount of energy harvested. In the uplink,
we find that mmWave power transfer networks are noise-
limited when the BSs are not super dense. Increasing the
density of the BSs beyond a critical point, however, will shift



the network into an interference-limited regime.

II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

We consider a mmWave time-division duplex (TDD) cellu-
lar network, where users are powered by the outdoor mmWave
BSs via mmWave power transfer prior to information transmis-
sion in the uplink. To eliminate the BS-to-BS and user-to-user
interference, transmissions in different cells are synchronous1.
The locations of the BSs follow a homogeneous Poisson
point process (PPP) Φ with density ρ. The users are located
following a homogeneous PPP Ψ with density U . It is assumed
that the user density is much larger than the BS density such
that there exists one active mobile at each time slot in each cell.
Each BS is equipped with M -element antenna array and each
user is equipped with N -element antenna array. In light of the
blockage effects in the outdoor scenario, a user is associated
with either a line-of-sight (LoS) mmWave BS or a non-line-of-
sight (NLoS) mmWave BS [13]. Let ΦLoS be the point process
of LoS BSs and ΦNLoS = Φ \ ΦLoS be the point process
of NLoS BSs. We denote fPr (R) as the probability that a
link at a distance R is LoS, while the NLoS probability of a
link is 1− fPr (R). The LoS probability function fPr (R) can
be obtained from field measurements or stochastic blockage
models2, as mentioned in [11]. Each user is connected to the
BS which has the smallest path loss3, and users within the
same cell are scheduled based on time-division multiple-access
(TDMA).

The sparse scattering mmWave environment makes many
traditional fading distributions inaccurate for the modeling
of the mmWave channel [14]. In mmWave transmission, the
strongest physical path occupies the dominant role, which
indicates that the link budget is cut by transmitting and
receiving along the strongest path [15]. Moreover, with the
application of highly directional antennas, large antenna arrays
and broadband signal transmission, the impact of small-scale
fading on the received signal power is negligible [6]. As such,
we focus on the dominant propagation path. Accordingly, the
channel model is established as H =

√
L (R)ar (θr)a

†
t (θt),

where L (R) is the path loss function, θr is the angle of
arrival (AoA) and θt is the angle of departure (AoD), ar (θr)
is the receive array response vector, and at (θt) is the transmit
array response vector. For an ℓ-element uniform linear array
(ULA), its corresponding array response vector is written

as aULA (θ) =
[
1, e−j2π d

λ sin(θ), · · · , e−j2π(ℓ−1) d
λ sin(θ)

]T
∈

Cℓ×1 at the direction θ, where λ is the wavelength of propaga-
tion, and d is the antenna spacing4. We consider two different
path loss laws: L (R) = βLoSR

−αLoS is the path loss law for

1The synchronous operation with a common uplink-downlink configuration
in multiple cells is typically used in the current TDD cellular networks [12].

2When the blockages are modeled as a rectangle boolean scheme,
fPr (R) = e−ϱR, where ϱ is a parameter determined by the density and
the average size of the blockages [11].

3Since each BS has the same transmit power and uses the same transmission
scheme, user association based on the smallest path loss is equivalent to that
based on the maximum receive power.

4The array response vector for uniform planar array can be seen in [14].

LoS channel and L (R) = βNLoSR
−αNLoS is the path loss

law for NLoS channel, where βLoS, βNLoS are the frequency
dependent constant values and αLoS, αNLoS are the path loss
exponents [13].

Due to the high cost of mmWave RF chains and power
consumption, the low-cost low-complexity analog beamform-
ing is an appealing approach in mmWave transmission. Hence
we adopt analog beamforming with phase shifters [16]. Par-
ticularly, the low-complexity matched filter (MF) is adopted
at the mmWave BSs and users.

A. Power Transfer Model

In the power transfer phase, users are powered by the BSs.
We assume that a typical user is located at the origin o.
Let θto and θro denote the AoD and AoA, respectively, the
serving BS can orient its transmit beam along θto by using MF
wto = 1√

M
at (θto), and the typical user can orient its receive

beam along θro by using MF wro = 1√
N
a†r (θro). Likewise,

for a user located along θtk in the k-th cell, its serving BS’s
transmit beam is wtk = 1√

M
at (θtk) while the typical user o is

located along ϑtk seen by the k-th cell BS. We use the short-
range propagation model [1, 17] to avoid singularity caused
by proximity between the BSs and the users. This ensures
that users receive finite average power. Hence, the downlink
power transfer channel from the k-th BS to the typical user
can be modeled as

Hk =
√

L (max {Rk,D})ar (ϑrk)a
†
t (ϑtk) , (1)

where D > 0 is the reference distance and ϑrk , ϑtk ∼
U (0, 2π) [18]. Since the energy harvested from the receiver’s
noise is negligible, the receive power at a typical user o is
written as

Pro =
Pmm

NM
L (max {Ro,D})

∣∣∣a†r (θro)ar (θro)a†t (θto)at (θto)∣∣∣2 +
Pmm

NM

∑
k∈Φ\{o}

L (max {Rk,D})
∣∣∣a†r (θro)ar (ϑrk)a

†
t (ϑtk)at (θtk)

∣∣∣2
= NMPmmL (max {Ro,D})︸ ︷︷ ︸

En1

+
Pmm

NM

∑
k∈Φ\{o}

~kL (max {Rk,D})

︸ ︷︷ ︸
En2

,

(2)

where En1 is the receive power from the serving
BS and En2 is the receive power from the interfer-
ing BSs, Pmm is the BS’s transmit power, ~k =(
1−cos

(
Nϖϑrk

,θro

))(
1−cos

(
Mϖϑtk

,θtk

))
(
1−cos

(
ϖϑrk

,θro

))(
1−cos

(
ϖϑtk

,θtk

)) , θtk ∼ U (0, 2π), and

ϖϑ,θ = 2π d
λ (sin (ϑ)− sin (θ)).

Remark 1: From (2), we see that in mmWave systems,
the user can at least be recharged by the input DC power
ηNMPmmL (max {Ro,D}), where η is the RF-to-DC con-
version efficiency.

B. Uplink Information Transmission

After energy harvesting, user ui transmits information sig-
nals to the serving BS by setting a transmit power value Pui .



The signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) at a typical
serving BS is given by

SINR =
MNPuoL (max {Ro,D})

1

MN

∑
i∈Ũ\{o}

PuiL (max {Ri,D}) ~i

︸ ︷︷ ︸
IU

+δ2
, (3)

where ~i =
(1−cos(Mϖϑri

,θro ))
(
1−cos

(
Nϖϑti

,θti

))
(1−cos(ϖϑri

,θro ))
(
1−cos

(
ϖϑti

,θti

)) , Ũ is the

point process corresponding to the interfering users, IU is the
uplink interference from the other users, and δ2 is the noise
power at the typical serving BS.

III. MILLIMETER WAVE POWERED NETWORKS

In this section, the average harvested energy is derived,
assuming all users are equipped with large energy storage.
We also assume that each frame time duration is T . There are
two time slots in each frame: 1) In the first time slot, the user
receives the power from the serving BS, which occupies ϕT
time, where ϕ (0 < ϕ < 1) is the fraction of the time; and
2) In the second time slot, the user transmits the information
signals to the serving BS, which occupies (1− ϕ)T time.

Due to large energy storage, users can transmit the signal
with reliable transmit power after energy harvesting. Consid-
ering the fact that the energy consumed for uplink information
transmission should not exceed the harvested energy, a stable
transmit power up to η ϕ

(1−ϕ)E {Pro} can be provided, as
suggested in [1]. As such, the average receive power P ro =
E {Pro} is pivotal in this case. Therefore, we focus on the
average receive power and have the following theorem:

Theorem 1: The average receive power P ro is derived as
(4) at the top of the next page, where ~ is given by (16), and
the lower bound P

Low

ro for the average receive power P ro is
given by

P
Low

ro = NMPmm2πρ

{
βLoSD

−αLoS

×
∫ D

0

xfPr (x) e
−2πρ[Θ(x)+Ξ(φLoS(x))]dx

+ βLoS

∫ ∞

D

x1−αLoSfPr (x) e
−2πρ[Θ(x)+Ξ(φLoS(x))]dx

+ βNLoSD
−αNLoS

∫ D

0

x(1− fPr (x))e
−2πρ[Θ(φNLoS(x))+Ξ(x)]dx

+ βNLoS

∫ ∞

D

x1−αNLoS(1− fPr (x))e
−2πρ[Θ(φNLoS(x))+Ξ(x)]dx

}
,

(5)

where Θ(x) =
∫ x

0
tfPr (t) dt, Ξ (x) =

∫ x

0
(1− fPr (t)) tdt,

φLoS (x) =
(

βNLoS

βLoS

)1/αNLoS

xαLoS/αNLoS , and φNLoS (x) =(
βLoS

βNLoS

)1/αLoS

xαNLoS/αLoS .
Proof: According to (2), the average receive power can

be written as

P̄ro = E {Pro} = E {En1}+ E {En2} . (6)

Note that without considering the average inter-cell interfering
power E {En2}, E {En1} can be thought of as the lower
bound of P̄ro , hence we first calculate the lower bound
P̄Low
ro = E {En1}. Due to the fact that a typical user can

be connected to either a LoS BS or a NLoS BS, using the law
of total expectation, the lower bound for the average receive
power is calculated as

P
Low

ro = E {En1}
= ΛLoSE {En1|LoS}+ ΛNLoSE {En1|NLoS} , (7)

where ΛLoS represents the probability that the typical user is
connected to a LoS BS and ΛNLoS = 1−ΛLoS represents the
probability that the typical user is connected to a NLoS BS.
We first derive E {En1|LoS} as

E {En1|LoS} = E {NMPmmL (max {Ro,D}) |LoS}

= NMPmm

∫ ∞

0

L (max {x,D}) fLoS
R (x) dx

= NMPmmβLoS

(
D−αLoS

∫ D

0

fLoS
R (x) dx

+

∫ ∞

D

x−αLoSfLoS
R (x) dx

)
, (8)

where fLoS
R (x) is the conditional probability density function

(PDF) of the distance R between the user and the serving
LoS BS given that the user is connected to a LoS BS, which
is given by [11, Lemma 3]

fLoS
R (x) =

2πρ

ΛLoS
xfPr (x) e

−2πρ[Θ(x)+Ξ(φLoS(x))]. (9)

We then derive E {En1|NLoS} as

E {En1|NLoS} = E {NMPmmL (max {Ro,D}) |NLoS}

= NMPmm

∫ ∞

0

L (max {x,D}) fNLoS
R (x) dx

= NMPmmβNLoS

(
D−αNLoS

∫ D

0

fNLoS
R (x) dx

+

∫ ∞

D

x−αNLoSfNLoS
R (x) dx

)}
, (10)

where fNLoS
R (x) is the conditional PDF of the distance R

between the user and the serving NLoS BS given that the user
is connected to a NLoS BS, which is given by [11, Lemma 3]

fNLoS
R (x) =

2πρ

ΛNLoS
x(1− fPr (x))e

−2πρ[Θ(φNLoS(x))+Ξ(x)].

(11)

Substituting (8) and (10) into (7), we get the lower bound
expression for the average receive power.

Similar to (7), E {En2} in (6) is derived as

E {En2} = ΛLoSE {En2|LoS}+ ΛNLoSE {En2|NLoS} . (12)

As mentioned in [11], we assume that the correlations of
the shadowing between the links are ignored. By using the
thinning theorem of PPP [19], the LOS BS process ΦLoS

and the NLOS BS process ΦNLoS form two independent



P ro = P
Low

ro +
Pmm

NM
~βLoS (2πρ)

2

{
+

∫ ∞

0

[∫ ∞

x

(max {t,D})−αLoSfPr (t) tdt

]
xfPr (x) e

−2πρ[Θ(x)+Ξ(φLoS(x))]dx

+

∫ ∞

0

[∫ ∞

φNLoS(x)

(max {t,D})−αLoSfPr (t) tdt

]
x(1− fPr (x))e

−2πρ[Θ(φNLoS(x))+Ξ(x)]dx

}
+

Pmm

NM
~βNLoS (2πρ)

2

{
+

∫ ∞

0

[∫ ∞

φLoS(x)

(max {t,D})−αNLoS (1− fPr (t)) tdt

]
xfPr (x) e

−2πρ[Θ(x)+Ξ(φLoS(x))]dx

+

∫ ∞

0

[∫ ∞

x

(max {t,D})−αNLoS (1− fPr (t)) tdt

]
x(1− fPr (x))e

−2πρ[Θ(φNLoS(x))+Ξ(x)]dx

}
(4)

non-homogeneous PPPs with density functions fPr (R) ρ and
(1− fPr (R)) ρ in polar coordinates, respectively. Therefore,
E {En2|LoS} can be divided into two independent components
as follows:

E {En2|LoS}

=
Pmm

NM
E
{∑

k∈ΦLoS\{B(o;Ro)}
~kL (max {Rk,D})

}
+

Pmm

NM
E
{∑

k∈ΦNLoS\{B(o;φLoS(Ro))}
~kL (max {Rk,D})

}
,

(13)

where B (o;x) denotes ball of radius x centered at the origin
o. Using Campbell’s theorem [19], (13) can be derived as

E {En2|LoS}

=
Pmm

NM
~βLoS×∫ ∞

0

[∫
R2\B(o;x)

(max {t,D})−αLoSM (dt)

]
fLoS
R (x) dx

+
Pmm

NM
~βNLoS×∫ ∞

0

[∫
R2\B(o;φLoS(x))

(max {t,D})−αNLoSM (dt)

]
fLoS
R (x) dx

(14)
(a)
=

Pmm

NM
~βLoS2πρ×∫ ∞

0

[∫ ∞

x

(max {t,D})−αLoSfPr (t) tdt

]
fLoS
R (x) dx

+
Pmm

NM
~βNLoS2πρ×∫ ∞

0

[∫ ∞

φLoS(x)

(max {t,D})−αNLoS (1− fPr (t)) tdt

]
fLoS
R (x) dx,

(15)

where M (A) in (14) represents the mean number of points of
a spatial point process in A [19], (a) results from using the

polar-coordinate system and ~ is given by

~ = E {~k} = E


(
1− cos

(
Nϖϑrk

,θro

))
(
1− cos

(
ϖϑrk

,θro

))


× E


(
1− cos

(
Mϖϑtk

,θtk

))
(
1− cos

(
ϖϑtk

,θtk

))


=

∫ 2π

0

∫ 2π

0

(
1− cos

(
Nϖϑrk

,θro

))
(
1− cos

(
ϖϑrk

,θro

)) ϑrkθro
4π2

dϑrkdθro×

∫ 2π

0

∫ 2π

0

(
1− cos

(
Mϖϑtk

,θtk

))
(
1− cos

(
ϖϑtk

,θtk

)) ϑtkθtk
4π2

dϑtkdθtk . (16)

Similar to (13), E {En2|NLoS} is given by

E {En2|NLoS}

=
Pmm

NM
~E

{∑
k∈ΦLoS\{B(o;φNLoS(Ro))}

L (max {Rk,D})
}

+
Pmm

NM
~E

{∑
k∈ΦNLoS\{B(o;Ro)}

L (max {Rk,D})
}

=
Pmm

NM
~βLoS2πρ×∫ ∞

0

[∫ ∞

φNLoS(x)

(max {t,D})−αLoSfPr (t) tdt

]
fNLoS
R (x) dx

+
Pmm

NM
~βNLoS2πρ×∫ ∞

0

[∫ ∞

x

(max {t,D})−αNLoS (1− fPr (t)) tdt

]
fNLoS
R (x) dx.

(17)

Substituting (16) and (17) into (12), we get E {En2}. Sub-
stituting E {En1} in (7) and E {En2} into (6), we obtain the
desired result given by (4).



IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we examine the average achievable rate for
the uplink. Based on Section III, each user sets its transmit
power to a stable value Pu = η ϕ

(1−ϕ)P ro , where the average
receive power P ro is given by Theorem 1.

The average achievable rate can be expressed as

R = (1− ϕ)
1

ln 2

∫ ∞

0

1− FSINR (x)

1 + x
dx, (18)

where FSINR (x) is the CDF of the receive SINR at a typical
serving BS. Since a simple expression for FSINR (x) is in-
tractable, we derive an upper bound of the average achievable
rate as

RUpper = (1− ϕ)
1

ln 2

∫ ∞

0

1− FSNR (x)

1 + x
dx, (19)

where FSNR is the CDF of the receive SNR at a typical serving
BS without mmWave inter-cell uplink interference, which is
presented in the following theorem.

Theorem 2: The CDF expression for the receive SNR at a
typical serving BS is given by

FSNR (x) = 1 (D > ∆1) 2πρ

∫ D

0

tfPr (t) e
−2πρ[Θ(t)+Ξ(φLoS(t))]dt

+ 2πρ

∫ ∞

max{D,∆1}
tfPr (t) e

−2πρ[Θ(t)+Ξ(φLoS(t))]dt

+ 1 (D > ∆2) 2πρ

∫ D

0

t(1− fPr (t))e
−2πρ[Θ(φNLoS(t))+Ξ(t)]dt

+ 2πρ

∫ ∞

max{D,∆2}
t(1− fPr (t))e

−2πρ[Θ(φNLoS(t))+Ξ(t)]dt, (20)

where 1 (A) is the indicator function that returns one if
the condition A is satisfied, Pu = η ϕ

(1−ϕ)P ro with P ro

given by (4), ∆1 =
(

MNPuβLoS

xδ2

)1/αLoS

, and ∆2 =(
MNPuβNLoS

xδ2

)1/αNLoS

.
Proof: Based on (3), the CDF of the receive SNR at a

typical serving BS is defined as

FSNR (x) = Pr (SNR < x)

= Pr

(
MNPuL (max {Ro,D})

δ2
< x

)
. (21)

Due to blockage effects, the user is connected to either a LoS
BS or a NLoS BS. From the law of total probability, (21) can
be reexpressed as

FSNR (x) = ΛLoS Pr

(
MNPuL (max {Ro,D})

δ2
< x|LoS

)
+ ΛNLoS Pr

(
MNPuL (max {Ro,D})

δ2
< x|NLoS

)
(a)
= ΛLoS1 (D > ∆1) Pr (Ro < D|LoS)
+ ΛLoS Pr (Ro > max {D,∆1} |LoS)
+ ΛNLoS1 (D > ∆2) Pr (Ro < D|NLoS)
+ ΛNLoS Pr (Ro > max {D,∆2} |NLoS) (22)

where (a) follows from the fact that the distance between the
typical user and the typical serving BS should be larger than
a minimum value ∆ such that the receive SNR drops below
a threshold x. For LoS, ∆ = ∆1, and for NLoS, ∆ = ∆2. As
such, we can further calculate (22) as

FSNR (x) = ΛLoS1 (D > ∆1)

∫ D

0

fLoS
R (t) dt

+ ΛLoS

∫ ∞

max{D,∆1}
fLoS
R (t) dt

+ ΛNLoS1 (D > ∆2)

∫ D

0

fNLoS
R (t) dt

+ ΛNLoS

∫ ∞

max{D,∆2}
fNLoS
R (t) dt. (23)

Substituting fLoS
R (t) in (9) and fNLoS

R (t) in (11) into (23),
we obtain the desired result in (20).

By substituting (20) into (19), the upper bound expression
for the average achievable rate is obtained.

V. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

We provide numerical examples to understand the impact
of the BS density and number of antennas on the harvested
energy and achievable rate. The mmWave network is assumed
to operate at 38 GHz, the mmWave BS transmit power is
Pmm = 43 dBm, αLoS = 2, αNLoS = 4, d = λ

2 , ϕ = 0.5
and η = 0.5. Let the LoS probability function be fPr (R) =
e−ϱR with ϱ = 141.4 meters [11]. The mmWave bandwidth is
BW = 2 GHz, the noise figure is Nf = 10 dB, the noise power
δ2 = −174 + 10 log 10 (BW) + Nf dBm, and the reference
distance D = 1. Each user is equipped with N = 16 antennas.
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Fig. 1. The maximum continuous transmit power versus density with different
M .



Fig. 1 plots the maximum continuous transmit power Pu =
η ϕ
(1−ϕ)E {Pro} versus BS density ρ with different numbers

of BS’s antennas M . The exact curves are obtained based on
(4), and their lower bounds are obtained based on (5). We
first see that the exact curves have a precise match with the
Monte Carlo (MC) simulations, which validate our theoretical
analysis. We next see that the lower bounds tightly match
with the corresponding exact curves, which indicates that in
mmWave networks, the interference has little impact on the
harvested power. Furthermore, the use of large antenna arrays
can effectively improve the harvested energy.
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Fig. 2. The average achievable rate versus density with different M .

Fig. 2 plots the average achievable rate versus density with
different numbers of BS’s antennas M . The solid curves ob-
tained from (19) are the upper bound of the average achievable
rate, and have a good match with MC simulations marked with
◦. The dash lines obtained from the MC simulations are the
exact average achievable rate. We first see that increasing the
number of antennas brings additional array gains and improves
the achievable rate. The mmWave transmission with large
antenna arrays can achieve enormous throughput with the help
of large bandwidth and large array gains. We also see that the
mmWave networks are noise-limited when BSs are not super
dense, however, increasing BS density beyond a critical point,
the mmWave networks will switch to be interference-limited,
and the average achievable rate decreases with increasing BS
density. Similar conclusions have also been mentioned in [11],
where downlink performance is examined without considering
energy harvesting.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the millimeter wave networks with wireless
power transfer was took into account. Before uplink trans-
mission, users harvested energy from its serving base station

and the interfering base stations. We first derived the average
harvested energy for the case of user with large energy storage,
to examine the amount of power transferred by millimeter
wave base stations. We then derived the average achievable
uplink rate, to examine the performance of uplink transmission
using the harvested energy. The results provide important
insights into the design and application of the millimeter wave
power transfer.
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